TECOH® APx
LED Light Engine

The TECOH® extensive range of LED Components are available in different shapes, sizes and lumen packages and we can offer customized DC and AC LED modules according to customer specifications. The APx range is always of interest offering LED modules with a driver on board solution.

TECOH® THx ZB
Smart Component

The A+ energy class rated TECOH® THx range includes a wireless controllable INGENIUM® ZB smart LLE which, due to its built-in driver, optics and heat-sink, can be built into fixtures as a serviceable unit.

TECOH® LED Driver

The versatile range of TECOH® Components now includes a variety of LED drivers covering single and multi-channel drivers with single or multiple output current and DALI controllable solutions.
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Connected Lighting Smart Living

MEGAMAN® INGENIUM® ZB Smart Lighting Solution has developed a range of smart devices of LEDs (lamps and light engines), dimming and main switching modules, sensors and controls to supplement the home automation and make the home and/or commercial spaces more comfortable, convenient and affordable to run. All compatible with our INGENIUM® ZB Gateway.

INGENIUM® ZB Gateway can connect up to 150 compatible smart devices and build a scalable and large coverage in mesh network, and we are adding more devices everyday.